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About Us

We provide specialist market intelligence covering the legal and commercial sectors

Since 1919 our customers have relied on our legal intelligence to conduct thorough and accurate research, attract more clients and protect their business interests. Written by leading industry practitioners and academics across maritime and commercial practice, we provide legal professionals with the most accurate and reliable information available. Bringing you specialist commentary, discussion and practical analysis alongside an archive of case reports, we also deliver the news, policy and legislative changes that affect you, your business and your clients. Online access is provided with all services, enabling you to discover the latest information and archives.
Client Services

By your side every step of the way with dedicated client support

Our services are easy to use, and comprehensive help sections with training videos and user guides are available on the sites. To ensure you are fully confident using our services, we can also provide training either individually or in groups. As a specialist provider we offer tailored demonstrations, using worked examples from the areas of practice most relevant to you. You’ll also have a dedicated Client Services representative who is on hand to answer any of your queries, with teams based in the UK, US and Singapore.

As a subscriber to our products, you will receive regular contact from your account manager to discuss your training needs and gather any feedback on the services you have. You will also receive helpful hints and tips emails providing easy-to-follow instructions on using the many tools and functions available to you.

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
i-law.com

Intuitive research tools and responsive design to deliver the information you need quickly and accurately. i-law.com delivers expert case reporting, commentary and analysis across eight specialist areas of commercial practice. Our industry expertise means we don’t just provide you with the information: our analysis tells you what it means for you, your clients and your business. And connected content and powerful search functionality gives you the broad perspective you need when conducting legal research.

With i-law.com you’ll find a range of user-friendly online tools that work seamlessly together:

- Powerful search functionality with the ability to narrow or expand search results instantly
- Cross-referenced articles and contextual links suggest further avenues for investigation
- Create PDFs, email or print any report
- Personal notes and comments can be added to any document to record and save your thoughts during the research process
- Personalised email alerts created by you ensure you receive only the most pertinent information
- Customised folders allow you to store your research in one place to be accessed quickly and easily at any time

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
Our suites of legal resources

We offer hundreds of periodical and archive resources providing in depth information to support your research and building of legal cases as well as to keep you abreast of the latest developments across several specialist areas of law.

**Maritime**
- Lloyd’s Law Reports
- Lloyd’s Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
- Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly
- Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly: The Bound Volume Series
- Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter
- Chinese Maritime and Commercial Law Reports
- Maritime Risk International
- Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law
- The Ratification of Maritime Conventions

**Construction**
- Building Law Reports
- Building Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
- International Construction Law Review
- International Construction Law Review: The Bound Volume Series
- Building Law Monthly
- Construction Industry Law Letter

**Dispute Resolution**
- Arbitration Law Monthly
- Arbitration Law

**Financial Crime**
- Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime
- Fraud Intelligence
- Compliance Monitor
- Money Laundering Bulletin

**Insurance & Reinsurance**
- Lloyd’s Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance
- Insurance Law Monthly
- Reinsurance Practice and the Law
- Liability Risk & Insurance
- The Law of Insurance Contracts
- Professional Negligence and Liability
- Insurance Broking Practice and the Law

**Intellectual Property**
- Intellectual Property Magazine

**Competition**
- Competition Law Insight

**Medical**
- Medical Law Reports
- Medical Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
- Personal Injury Compensation

**Tax & Finance**
- Farm Tax Brief
- Financial Regulation International
- International Tax Report
- Trusts & Estates
- World Accounting Report

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
Maritime from Informa Law

With the Lloyd’s Law Reports archive containing over 18,000 cases dating back to 1919, essential books, looseleafs and journals, the suite delivers unparalleled case reporting, commentary and analysis for the maritime sectors. Included in our service is the weekly Lloyd’s Law Reporter, which provides early analysis of new decisions from the courts; and expanded coverage from overseas jurisdictions.

Key benefits

- Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date as well as having access to the historical precedents and analysis you need
- Focused coverage on maritime and commercial law means that you no longer have to trawl through irrelevant information to find the case report, comment or analysis you need
- Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
- Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court, headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly
- Cases reporting includes verbatim judgments that can be cited in court to support your argument

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
Lloyd’s Law Reports
Lloyd’s Law Reports contains a comprehensive archive of over 18,000 maritime and commercial cases from the UK and other foreign jurisdictions dating back to 1919. This unparalleled archive is added to continually with high frequency, fast reporting of legal decisions from our Lloyd’s Law Reporter service, and includes our Plus series of online-early and online-only judgments. Each case report contains unique summary headnotes and keywords providing you with a clear overview of the case and its implications alongside the full verbatim judgment which can be cited in court.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to an archive of over 18,000 cases dating back to 1919 via i-law.com
- Lloyd’s Law Reporter service to alert you to the latest decisions from the courts
- Lloyd’s Law Reports Plus containing online-early and online-only judgments
- Expertly curated case reports published fortnightly
- Twice yearly bound volumes providing a permanent consolidation of all case reports over a six-month period
- Annual Citator containing all judgments reported in the maritime and commercial, insurance, financial crime and building law report series

The Lloyd’s Law Reports service is relied upon by industry and legal professionals around the globe to provide the case reporting they need to protect their interests.

Lloyd’s Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series
Lloyd’s Law Reports bound volumes are essential for anyone practising in maritime and commercial law. The volumes provide you with all of the key cases reported, going back to 1919. Summary headnotes provide a clear overview of the case and its implications, and because it’s written by practising legal professionals, you can be confident each volume includes the key cases you need, reviewed by trusted, expert, industry editors.

The Lloyd’s Law Reports bound volumes also offer you a global perspective, covering the most significant cases from key foreign jurisdictions, as well as from the United Kingdom.

Make sure your legal library is complete
All case reports include the full verbatim judgment, enabling you to cite them in court. So you have, at your fingertips, the reporting you need when advising your clients and building your cases. Each bound volume consolidates all case reports over a six-month period.

Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly
Established in 1974, Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly is the leading journal dedicated to maritime and commercial issues. Its collection of cases and comment, articles and book reviews ensures shipping and legal professionals and academics have an up to date knowledge of the law and a clear understanding of the key issues.

The editor, Professor F D Rose, is assisted by a distinguished editorial board made up of leading maritime and commercial law specialists and international correspondents based in over 20 countries.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to an archive of articles via i-law.com
- Quarterly issues containing in-depth commentary and analysis on international maritime and commercial law
- Annual bound volume which provides a permanent archive of all articles published over a 12-month period
- International Maritime and Commercial Law Yearbook providing a complete review of all major developments in maritime and commercial law across the globe

The Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly service is relied upon by industry and legal professionals around the globe to provide the unparalleled commentary and expert analysis they need.
**Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly: The Bound Volume Series**

Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly is the leading journal dedicated to maritime and commercial issues. The entire archive contains over 40 smartly-bound volumes going back to 1974, and is an essential addition to any legal library.

Lloyd’s Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly is edited by Professor F D Rose and also has a distinguished editorial board and a team of international correspondents, whose expertise provides comprehensive case commentary and articles to ensure you have instant access to the information you need in a single source.

**Make sure your legal library is complete**

Make sure you have access to the commentary and analysis you need. Each bound volume consolidates all articles over a 12-month period.

---

**Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter**

Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter compiles succinct summaries of recent court decisions and arbitrations from around the world to give our subscribers a truly global perspective. Through our exclusive agreement with the London Maritime Arbitrators Association to publish details of selected London arbitrations we are able to give our customers access to valuable information which cannot be found anywhere else. Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter additionally delivers exclusive commentaries and text of arbitral decisions from Singapore, in association with the Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration.

Edited by leading barrister Michael Daiches, Lloyd’s Maritime Law Newsletter delivers topical, timely, comprehensive and expert commentary on maritime cases and arbitrations giving you the focused coverage you need when conducting legal research or keeping up to date with developments in your industry.

**Your subscription includes:**

- Online access to an archive of over 1,000 issues of international maritime cases and arbitrations dating back to 1979
- Fortnightly issues delivered with a cumulative index

www.lmln.com

---

**Chinese Maritime and Commercial Law Reports**

Informa Law are the sole publishers of the English language edition of the Chinese Maritime and Commercial Law Reports. The Reports contain key maritime and commercial cases selected for their importance and topicality. They provide guidance for lawyers when advising clients on cases or contracts for the region, with the Reports casting a light on enforceability in China. The Reports are beneficial for law firms with a presence in Asia, and those for whom China is a growing market.

Additionally, our partnership with China Maritime Arbitration Commission enables us to bring you arbitral rulings that are important to the sector, to assist with understanding the issues in this key jurisdiction.

**A subscription provides you with:**

- Full text English language translation of Chinese Court maritime and commercial judgments, Chinese Supreme Court replies, important legislation and decrees, judicial opinions, arbitral decisions and lectures from Chinese judiciary
- Expert case selection and translation by Editors-in-Chief Professor Si Yuzhuo, Former President of Dalian Maritime University and Mr Philip Peng, Deputy-Chair, Maritime Law Committee of the Beijing Lawyers Association
- Coverage of maritime law, international commercial arbitration, sale of goods, letters of credit, insurance claims, company and joint venture disputes, ship building, ship finance and anti-monopoly law issues
- Access to an archive of case reports, important legislation and decrees and judicial opinions dating back to 2010

---

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
The world has never seen a pandemic as the one caused by Covid-19. Although seafarers are at the forefront of the battle against the virus, they also face new challenges not related to the virus itself. One of the things to be considered is that isolation on board a vessel is not the same as isolation at home. When the pandemic started it did not take long for cruise vessels and the disembarking of persons on board. Cruises were cancelled due to the large number of persons carried on board. Ports began refusing entry to passengers and ships due to the risk of contamination, many ports were refusing disembarkation and were limiting the number of persons allowed to disembark, and some have unfortunately taken their own lives.

Keeping safe despite Covid-19

Shore leave is provided for in Regulation 2.4.2 of the Maritime Labour Convention 2006. However, Covid-19 has disrupted this right, as the risk of contamination makes it impossible to disembark seafarers. From the beginning of the pandemic, seafarers were not allowed to disembark, which meant that they were still only partially crewing vessels. This has been especially hard to handle as seafarers are not allowed to work for more than 12 months on board, so it is common for seafarers to be crewed for one year and then sent home to disembark. However, due to the pandemic, seafarers were not allowed to disembark, which led to seafarers being stranded on board for more than one year. This has led to seafarers being deprived of sufficient rest and contact with family. Moreover, due to the threat of contamination, many ports were refusing disembarkation and were limiting the number of persons allowed to disembark. This has led to seafarers being stranded on board for more than one year.

One of the things to be considered is that isolation on board a vessel is not the same as isolation at home. When the pandemic started it did not take long for cruise vessels and the disembarking of persons on board. Cruises were cancelled due to the large number of persons carried on board. Ports began refusing entry to passengers and ships due to the risk of contamination, many ports were refusing disembarkation and were limiting the number of persons allowed to disembark, and some have unfortunately taken their own lives.

The “Miracle Hope”

Trafigura Maritime Logistics Pte Ltd v Clearlake Shipping Pte Ltd (The “Miracle Hope”)

The “Miracle Hope” case was decided in Singapore by Justice Tan Kee Teck. The case involved a dispute between Trafigura Maritime Logistics Pte Ltd and Clearlake Shipping Pte Ltd. The dispute arose from a charter party agreement for the hire of a vessel.

Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law

Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law ensures you are fully aware of developments which will have an impact on your business and the businesses of your clients. Our expert editors tell you what the latest developments mean for you in a concise and easily digestible format. Lloyd’s Shipping & Trade Law ensures you are always up to date with the latest factors affecting the rights and liabilities of the shipping and trade communities.

Covering a broad range of topics including damages, carriage of goods and persons, loss, damage and bills of lading we provide the practical guidance you need when advising your clients and making critical business decisions.

Your subscription includes:

Online access to an archive of case commentaries and analysis available online

Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.shippingandtradelaw.com

The Ratification of Maritime Conventions

An invaluable daily reference source, this clear and accurate looseleaf will help you to protect your fleet or that of your client. Published with the Institute of Maritime Law, University of Southampton and in consultation with the International Maritime Organization, The Ratification of Maritime Conventions provides essential, unparalleled information for those responsible for ensuring vessels operate within international law.

The Ratification of Maritime Conventions contains:

All the conventions in one place – full text of all the IMO conventions and other related international conventions

Lists all states involved – details of all the ratifying states and approving countries are available for each convention

Quality commentary – helping you to understand the origins, intentions and implications of the conventions

Clear subject headings – the text is broken down into numbered paragraphs with clear subject headings for easy reference. Each convention is grouped by subject area and is fully cross-referenced with detailed footnote annotation

Your subscription includes:

Online access to the fully searchable text

Four-volume hardcopy looseleaf

Updated twice per year

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
Construction from Informa Law

We bring you case reporting, commentary and analysis on all areas of construction law including delay and disruption, adjudication, arbitration, contracts, costs, insurance and procurement. Our flagship publications include Building Law Reports with a case archive going back to 1976 and in-depth articles covering a global range of topics from International Construction Law Review.

Key benefits

- Combining vast archives to support extensive legal research with frequent alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up to date as well as having access to the historical precedents and analysis you need
- Focused coverage on construction means that you no longer have to search through irrelevant information to find the right case report, comment or analysis
- Connected content on i-law.com enables you to quickly and easily move between the cases, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
- Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court, headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly
- Case reporting includes verbatim judgments which can be cited in court to support your argument

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
Building Law Reports

Building Law Reports contains a vast archive of over 1,500 construction cases dating back to 1976. This unparalleled archive is added to continually with high frequency, fast reporting of legal decisions via our fortnightly Construction Law Reporter service and includes our Building Law Report Plus series of online-early judgments.

Building Law Reports provides:

- Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of the case and its implications coupled with in-depth expert commentary and analysis
- Expert editors who are embedded in construction law and practice, providing case selections from foreign jurisdictions as well as English law
- Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to support your argument

Your subscription includes:

- Online access to the archive of cases dating back to 1976
- Construction Law Reporter service delivered via email to alert you to the latest decisions from the courts
- Building Law Reports Plus providing online-first access to the latest case reports
- Case reports delivered 10 times a year
- Annual bound volumes providing a permanent archive of all cases published over a 12-month period

Make sure your legal library is complete

Each hardcopy volume contains full, verbatim judgments that can be cited in court, and will also help you to understand at once the way a judge has decided and its implications for future (and previous) decisions. Each volume consolidates all of the cases reported within the year.

International Construction Law Review

International Construction Law Review is the leading authority on global construction law, with each issue examining important developments worldwide. A subscription gives you in-depth and incisive analysis by leading professionals, academics and lawyers on key developments in construction law around the globe. The analysis helps you identify the legal factors affecting your practice, and keep pace with the changing law across different jurisdictions.

With a distinguished editorial board and a team of worldwide correspondents, International Construction Law Review provides a truly global perspective. Their expertise ensures you have access to all of your international construction law needs in a single source.

Your subscription includes:

- Online access to the archive dating back to 2000
- Quarterly issues containing in-depth commentary and analysis on international construction law
- Annual bound volume which provides a permanent archive of all articles published over a 12-month period
Hardcopy

International Construction Law Review: The Bound Volume Series

International Construction Law Review has provided indispensable insight on global construction issues since 1983. It is the leading authority in the field and ensures you have the critical information you need, in areas ranging from procurement, project partnering, subcontracting and environmental issues to trends in dispute resolution and alternatives to the FIDIC conditions.

It offers practical advice and guidance on global construction law issues that affect you, along with briefs on legal and regulatory developments and requirements that influence your sector.

Make sure your legal library is complete

Each volume contains comprehensive articles which offer expert analysis of the key developments in construction law across the globe. Each hardcopy volume consolidates all of the articles published within the year.

Building Law Monthly

Building Law Monthly provides you with the facts and analysis of important and landmark construction law cases that are relevant to you.

Building Law Monthly brings you the information you need on construction law presented in an easy-to-read format:

► Cases are clearly explained with highlighted subheadings, leading you straight to the key issues
► A clear presentation and layout guides you through often complex legal decisions
► Editorial commentary and analysis draws your attention to the key legal developments you need to know about

Your subscription includes:

► Online access to a large archive of case summaries, commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
► Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.buildinglawmonthly.com

Construction Industry Law Letter

Construction Industry Law Letter offers expert guidance on the latest legal developments within the construction industry, presenting case analysis together with judgment extracts and practical advice on the implications of the judgment, in a clear and concise format.

The combination of verbatim extracts and practical, informed commentary ensures you’re always fully aware of the latest legal developments. With coverage of over 40 cases a year, drawn from a wide range of sources, Construction Industry Law Letter ensures you always have access to the most relevant and important information.

Your subscription includes:

► Online access to our archive of case summaries, commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
► Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.constructionindustrylaw.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
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Dispute Resolution from Informa Law

This suite delivers specialist commentary, analysis and practical guidance on all aspects of international arbitration alongside case reports from jurisdictions across the world. Written by industry experts including Professor Robert Merkin QC, we provide our customers with the legal intelligence they need on key judgments and developments in arbitration law and practice. We provide the busy practitioner with all the information they need to conduct legal research quickly and easily.

Key benefits

» Combining our comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent alerts to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date in addition to having access to the historical case commentaries and analysis you need
» Focused coverage on dispute resolution means that you have access to the most relevant and important information to find the right case, comment or analysis
» Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the case summaries, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
» Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court, headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly

www.about.i-law.com
For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com

Arbitration Law
Written by Professor Robert Merkin QC, and regularly cited in the English courts as a work of authority, Arbitration Law explains the facts of important cases and their implications. It will help to ensure efficient and effective arbitrations, delivering top quality results to all parties in the dispute.

Arbitration Law provides you with:
► Regular updates, so unlike an ordinary text book, the content of Arbitration Law will change in line with the law, ensuring you are always up to date
► Coverage of over 3,000 cases – including all case law arising from the Arbitration Act 1996
► A comprehensive global reference guide – including all cases from international jurisdictions that have adopted the Model Arbitration Law, providing an international viewpoint

Your subscription includes:
► Online access to the fully searchable text
► Two-volume hardcopy looseleaf
► Updated three times per year

Arbitration Law Monthly
Arbitration Law Monthly is a specially designed information service that provides you with critical and essential analysis of global arbitration court decisions.
Covering a wide range of industries including construction, banking, energy, gas, insurance, oil and shipping, Arbitration Law Monthly offers you a convenient round-up of news, information and analysis in an easy-to-read format. Arbitration Law Monthly features a unique collection of cases which are expertly analysed to hone in on specific points, to improve your knowledge and understanding of the issues raised.

Arbitration Law Monthly provides you with:
► Regular updates of global developments in arbitration case law
► Essential facts from recent judgments
► Detailed coverage of reported and unreported cases

Your subscription includes:
► Online access to an extensive archive dating back to 2000
► Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.arbitrationlawmonthly.com
Financial Crime from Informa Law

This suite offers case reports, news, analysis and commentary from editors who are thought leaders in this field. Dedicated to financial crime and compliance, Financial Crime from Informa Law gives you relevant and timely information on areas including money laundering, compliance, terrorist financing, sanctions and the Proceeds of Crime Act. Our services in this field are must-read publications for legal practitioners and compliance officers, whether handling litigation or mitigating risk.

Key benefits

- Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up to date as well as having access to the historical precedents and analysis you need.
- Focused coverage on financial crime and compliance means that you no longer have to search through irrelevant information to find the right case report, comment or analysis.
- Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you.
- Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court, headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly.
- Case reporting includes verbatim judgments which can be cited in court to support your argument.

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
Lloyd's Law Reports: Financial Crime

Lloyd's Law Reports: Financial Crime arms you with the specialist case reporting and legal commentary you need in the areas of banking and financial services, fraud, proceeds of crime, tax investigation, money laundering and commercial litigation. The reports cover the most influential cases and contentious issues and are an indispensable tool for all legal, accounting and compliance professionals and a key addition to legal and university libraries.

Edited by Jonathan Fisher QC, alongside an expert advisory board of practitioners and academics, the reports offer an authoritative case selection from foreign jurisdictions as well as English law.

Lloyd's Law Reports: Financial Crime provides:

- Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of the case and its implications coupled with in-depth expert commentary and analysis
- Knowledgeable editors providing expert and invaluable commentary on how cases from foreign jurisdictions as well as English law may affect future practice
- Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to support your argument

Your subscription includes:

- Online access to an archive of cases dating back to 2008
- Regular Reporter service delivered via email to alert you to the latest decisions from the courts
- Lloyd's Law Reports: Financial Crime Plus online-first access to the latest case reports
- Case reports delivered 10 times a year

Fraud Intelligence

The average business loses 5% of its total annual turnover as a result of internal fraud. With such prolific and seemingly acceptable fraud in businesses, how do you tackle the problem? Fraud Intelligence gives you practical insights, analysis and tools to combat fraud, whether you’re in the corporate or non-commercial sector. It brings you legal developments – statute and case law – and first-hand counter-fraud professional advice, for both internal and external fraud threats, on tackling potentially corrosive costs to your organisation.

Whether you have to identify, investigate and control fraud in all its guises, assess risk and reinforce your defences against fraudulent activity, or just stay informed on case law and what it means for combating risks, Fraud Intelligence can help. The clear guidance from practitioners in the field will help you develop a corporate fraud policy and response plan, and propagate an anti-fraud culture in your organisation.

Your subscription includes:

- Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
- Regularly updated news and analysis available online
- Issues delivered six times a year

www.counter-fraud.com
Compliance Monitor
Compliance Monitor brings you instructive, yet concise, coverage of the latest UK financial services regulatory initiatives and how they affect you. Keep on top of these changes, as well as current expectations of the authorities and what they mean for your business, via practical analysis and guidance on current compliance issues.
Compliance Monitor keeps you informed with evolving UK and European developments, helping you avoid fines and reputational damage to your business.
With access to a complete archive you can track the evolution of compliance regulation and project how this might develop in future, from conduct of business to enforcement.
Compliance Monitor keeps you informed about new and proposed rules and guidance so you can adapt your business strategy accordingly, with confidence.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
- Regularly updated news and analysis available online
- Issues delivered 10 times a year
- Financial services fines analytics dashboard is an interactive tool to help you identify fines, enabling you to protect your organisation.

www.compliancemonitor.com

Money Laundering Bulletin
Money Laundering Bulletin brings you the latest analysis of money laundering regulation, methods, trends and policing, helping you avoid AML breaches in your organisation and the heavy fines and reputational risk associated with them. The title also covers counter-terrorist financing and sanctions compliance issues. As Money Laundering Reporting Officers in the UK face personal liability for not operating effective AML controls, it’s critical to manage this risk to safeguard your organisation and yourself.

Money Laundering Bulletin is practitioner-led, providing trusted information to all industries in the regulated sector, including:
- Banks
- Investment and insurance firms
- Stockbrokers
- Law firms
- Accountants
- Money service businesses
- Trust and company service providers
- Estate agents

Money Laundering Bulletin helps you stay up to date with current initiatives and practical developments allowing you to develop strategies and tactics to effectively prevent, detect and report suspicious activity in your business.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
- Regularly updated news and analysis available online
- Issues delivered 10 times a year
- Money laundering and sanctions fines dashboard is an interactive tool to help you identify areas of regulatory and legal risk, enabling you to protect your organisation.

www.moneylaunderingbulletin.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
Insurance & Reinsurance

Insurance & Reinsurance from Informa Law

This suite hosts the archive of cases from Lloyd's Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance back to 1991. The service also includes commentary, analysis and practical guidance on all key aspects of insurance law from titles including major reference works such as The Law of Insurance Contracts, a range of leading insurance law books and Insurance Law Monthly. we deliver all the expert case reporting, commentary and analysis you’ll need.

Key benefits

- Combining comprehensive archives to support extensive legal research with frequent alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date as well as having access to the historical precedents and analysis you need
- Focused coverage on insurance and reinsurance means that you no longer have to search through irrelevant information to find a case report, comment or analysis
- Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the cases, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
- Powerful search functionality allows you to search by case, citation, keyword, parties, court, headnote and judge so you can find the information you are looking for quickly
- Case reporting includes verbatim judgments which can be cited in court to support your argument

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
Lloyd's Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance


Lloyd's Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance provides:

- Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of the case and its implications
- Authoritative editors providing expert case selections from foreign jurisdictions as well as English law
- Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to support your argument

Your subscription includes:

- Online access to an archive of cases dating back to 1991
- Lloyd's Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance Plus delivers access to the latest case reports with regular online-only judgments
- Annual bound volumes providing a permanent hardcopy archive of all cases published over a 12-month period
- Lloyd's Insurance Law Reporter is a fortnightly reporting service of important new judgments. The Reporter service is available online and for email delivery, and includes “early headnotes” on the decisions handed down.

The Lloyd's Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance service is relied upon by industry and legal professionals around the globe.


Providing you with coverage of all the most important insurance and reinsurance cases from domestic policies to major reinsurance disputes, from first instance to appeal courts, Lloyd's Law Reports: Insurance & Reinsurance ensures that you have all the information you need to conduct your research and advise your clients with confidence. Written by practising legal professionals, you can be confident every volume includes the key cases you need, reviewed by trusted, expert, industry editors and all case reports conveniently include the full judgment, enabling you to easily cite them in court.

Make sure your legal library is complete

Each Bound Volume contains full, verbatim judgments that can be cited in court, and will also help you to understand at once the way a judge has decided and its implications for future (and previous) decisions. Each volume consolidates all of the cases reported within the year.
Insurance Law Monthly

Written by Professor Robert Merkin QC, Insurance Law Monthly brings you the crucial facts from key judgments and legislative activity. The clear presentation and layout guides you through complex cases and legislation, allowing you to go straight to the main issues. Including commentary on key cases plus updates regarding EU directives, new regulations as well as current legislation, Insurance Law Monthly keeps you up-to-date with the developing law and legal issues.

Insurance Law Monthly enables readers to ensure their business is aware of current case law and developments, as well as the latest litigation hazards. This one reference source includes all relevant information, reducing time spent on legal research and the need for using law firms in some instances.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to an extensive archive of case summaries, commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
- Issues delivered 12 times a year

www.insurancelawmonthly.com

Reinsurance Practice and the Law

Updated by Clyde & Co LLP, this looseleaf covers all the areas of reinsurance law that are likely to give rise to problems, paying special attention to the drafting and operation of reinsurance contracts. It offers a clear explanation of the basics of reinsurance contracts, including the relationships between parties and the various types of agreements.

Reinsurance Practice and the Law provides you with:
- Practical guidance on dispute resolution
- Advice and coverage of every area of reinsurance law
- Content updates from international markets such as China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand and the USA

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to the fully searchable text via i-law.com
- Hardcopy looseleaf with binder
- Updates delivered online and in hardcopy

Liability Risk & Insurance

Liability, Risk & Insurance ensures you are fully aware of developments which will have an impact on your business and the interests of your clients. It will keep you up-to-date on events which you need to know about if you are to be sure of delivering the right solutions, and if you are to stay informed on trends in regulation and in the courts.

Liability, Risk & Insurance is an essential and powerful way of managing liabilities, offering you practical advice on coping with legal exposures effectively. Every month, our expert editors follow events in your market, and tell you what the latest developments mean for you to keep you informed and up to speed. You will be updated on all the developing areas of liability, such as tobacco, asbestos, environmental, occupational risks, medical and professional perils. This will help you plan for future claims effectively as you assess the outcome of similar issues which might affect your own business. Coverage of employment issues, health and safety, motor and product liability will help you develop business strategies to cope with the changing market and avoid poor planning decisions.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to an archive of news and commentaries dating back to 2000
- Issues delivered 12 times a year

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
The Law of Insurance Contracts
Edited by Margaret Hemsworth, The Law of Insurance Contracts is widely regarded as the primary reference source that practitioners turn to for detailed, authoritative solutions to any insurance contract problems that arise. Covering all the latest judgments from the courts, this looseleaf is the best way of ensuring that you are armed with all the facts and information you need.

The Law of Insurance Contracts provides you with:
- An exhaustive guide to insurance contract law, containing the answers to your day-to-day questions
- Coverage of all aspects of insurance contracts from proposal to termination of cover
- Additional cases from other common law countries which highlight and anticipate trends
- Discussion of contentious issues to ensure you stay in the know

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to the fully searchable text
- Two-volume hardcopy looseleaf
- Three updates delivered per year

Professional Negligence and Liability
Edited by Mark Simpson QC, Professional Negligence and Liability brings you step-by-step guidance and analysis on all the legal and practical issues associated with professional negligence, making it an essential part of your library. Professional Negligence and Liability will keep you informed of all the latest developments and court judgments. It provides practical assistance to everyone involved in professional negligence litigation whether as a claimant, defendant, legal adviser or insurer.

Professional Negligence and Liability provides you with:
- 26 chapters covering a wide range of professions
- Over 80 expert contributors, including 27 QCs
- Coverage of over 5,000 cases

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to the fully searchable text
- Three-volume hardcopy looseleaf
- Updated twice per year

Insurance Broking Practice and the Law
Insurance Broking Practice and the Law covers not only insurance and regulatory issues but also tax, insolvency, competition, data protection and employment issues relevant to brokers. It addresses current market reforms and their impact on brokers, as well as wide-ranging changes in the regulatory field for the insurance industry.

Insurance Broking Practice and the Law provides you with:
- Expert commercial and legal advice, covering all your day-to-day broking problems
- Practical guidance to ensure you are able to comply with regulatory developments
- An accessible and dependable reference source, designed to address liability issues in the market
- An invaluable risk management tool

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to the fully searchable text
- Hardcopy looseleaf binder
- Updated twice per year
Intellectual Property

Intellectual Property Magazine

With its international scope, Intellectual Property Magazine is a powerful strategic asset in your fight against global patent, design, trademark and copyright violation.

Intellectual Property Magazine gives you in-depth legal analysis and objective assessment to help protect, leverage and monetise your company’s and clients’ IP worldwide. It is the definitive information source for practitioners needing to derive maximum value from their IP, and protect it against piracy and infringement.

Intellectual Property Magazine helps you:

► Understand how IP developments impact your business and your clients with specialist analysis from top legal practitioners, including high profile interviews, exclusive infographics and coverage of the latest case decisions
► Thoroughly research IP law, by providing one source with an unparalleled archive of IP information including patents, trademarks, copyright, licensing, design and strategy
► Automate your research, by using daily and weekly news alerts to keep you updated with minimal effort

Your subscription includes:

► Online access to a comprehensive archive of articles, commentary and analysis dating back to 2000
► Daily news stories and analysis online including IPM Analytics
► Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.intellectualpropertymagazine.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
Competition Law Insight

Competition Law Insight alerts you to new opportunities and potential pitfalls in areas such as mergers, joint ventures, distribution agreements, international enforcement and technology licensing, whilst also covering overlapping policy areas that are helping to shape the framework of antitrust law and policy.

Competition Law Insight gives you:

- Key developments in competition law policy in a single reference source
- Alerts about new thinking among rule makers
- Advice on how to comply with the latest rulings
- Commentary and analysis written by leading lawyers and economists working in the competition law field

Your subscription includes:

- Online access to an archive dating back to 2006
- Regularly updated news and analysis available online
- Monthly CLI inBrief news service to keep you up to date with all the latest developments
- Issues delivered 12 times a year

www.competitionlawinsight.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
Medical Law Reports

*Medical Law Reports* is the most authoritative set of law reports on major medico-legal cases. The editorial team from Serjeants’ Inn Chambers, headed up by General Editor Ranald Davidson, Barrister with Consultant Editor Angus Moon, QC, bring you the most influential appellate decisions, and noteworthy first-instance decisions on cases of clinical negligence. Coverage also includes Court of Protection and mental capacity cases and those concerning human rights in the context of medical law.

**Medical Law Reports provide:**

- Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of a case and its implications coupled with in-depth expert commentary and analysis
- Knowledgeable editors providing expert case selections from foreign jurisdictions as well as English law
- Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to support your argument

**Your subscription includes:**

- Online access to an archive dating back to 1989
- Case reports delivered 10 times a year
- Medical Law Reports Plus service, providing online-first access to the latest case reports
- Annual hardcopy bound volume providing a permanent archive of all cases published over a 12-month period

[www.about.i-law.com](http://www.about.i-law.com)
Medical Law Reports: The Bound Volume Series

Medical Law Reports is the essential resource for lawyers in the medical field. Areas covered include: medical negligence, medical ethics, mental health decisions and disciplinary proceedings.

Comment and analysis puts these decisions into context and highlights what they really mean in practice. Focusing on the most influential appellate decisions and noteworthy first-instance decisions, Medical Law Reports has covered key cases, and contentious issues in the medical field since 1989. It is an invaluable reference tool for barristers, solicitors, personal injury specialists and insurers, NHS and healthcare providers as well as regulatory bodies.

Make sure your legal library is complete

Each volume contains full, verbatim judgments that can be cited in court, and will also help you to understand at once the way a judge has decided and its implications for future (and previous) decisions. Each volume consolidates all of the cases reported within the year, providing a permanent hardcopy archive.

Personal Injury Compensation

Personal Injury Compensation offers commentary, analysis and practical guidance through examination of case law, legislation and policy relating to personal injury and connected torts. You can easily research and track influential cases, together with major debates surrounding employers’ liability, insurance claims, clinical negligence and road traffic accidents.

Personal Injury Compensation breaks down lengthy rulings, examines key cases and briefs you on all the latest implications which will impact on your personal injury work. This is an essential resource for those advancing and defending personal injury claims, as well as insurers and claims managers, and legal professionals engaged in small claims litigation.

Your subscription includes:

- Online access to an archive of articles, commentary and analysis
- Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.picompensation.com
Tax & Finance from Informa Law

Delivering you accurate and timely information on international tax and finance, our intelligence can be relied on when advising their clients and protecting their business interests. Covering topics including international tax, planning and policy, trusts and estates and financial instruments, Tax and Finance from Informa Law provides a comprehensive archive of practical knowledge in a fully connected and searchable format.

Key benefits

- Combining vast archives to support extensive research with frequent alerting to the latest developments, we ensure you are fully up-to-date as well as having access to the historical commentary and analysis you need
- Focused coverage on tax and finance means that you no longer have to search through irrelevant information to find the right insight, comment or analysis
- Connected content on i-law.com allows you to quickly and easily move between the articles, analysis and commentary that are relevant to you
- Powerful search functionality allows you to find the information you are looking for quickly

www.about.i-law.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC) or email clientservices@i-law.com
Farm Tax Brief

Farm Tax Brief is a specially designed information service that will provide you with concise, practical guidance on the financial and legal issues that affect owners of rural land. The unique combination of expert analysis of judgments, practical articles and tax planning advice will bring immediate benefits to you in terms of time saved, and to your clients in terms of the most informed advice offered. Farm Tax Brief is edited by Julie Butler, founding partner at Butler & Co. Whether the issue is passing on a farm, or farmland, or the applicability of business property relief, Julie digests the latest developments and presents them in a meaningful and relevant manner, keeping you abreast of the most significant industry moves which may affect your business.

**Farm Tax Brief provides:**
- Practical tax planning and legal advice relating to agricultural businesses
- All important developments in legislation, case law and revenue practice
- Essential reading for professionals who need up-to-date information about agricultural law and taxation

www.farmtaxbrief.com

Financial Regulation International

Financial Regulation International is your key to understanding the reasoning and implications behind new legislation and regulatory controls relevant to the global finance industry. Offering specialist coverage and insight from capital requirements for operational risk, to financial intermediaries and the code of market conduct, and insights into the decisions of the Basel Committee, the specialist and practical information forewarns you of the potential implications for your business following the replacement of the FSA with its successor bodies. Financial Regulation International briefs you on all key global developments in the regulation of financial services that can dramatically affect your competitive position, equipping you to make key strategy decisions from a position of confidence.

**Your subscription includes:**
- Online access to an archive dating back to 2000
- Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.financialregulationintl.com

International Tax Report

International Tax Report brings together recognised experts in the field of international taxation, providing you with authoritative and insightful discussions on the important legal, regulatory and policy developments. International Tax Report provides a unique view of the latest legal developments, including transfer pricing, cross-border taxation and principles of tax administration, set against a global background.

**International Tax Report gives you:**
- In-depth articles exploring the impact of significant global developments on established international principles of taxation
- Leading commentary on the evolution of theory and practice affecting this complex area
- Analysis of case law and policy, provided by top practitioners and academics

This unique publication is an indispensable source of practical guidance – and thought-provoking discussion – covering all aspects of international tax.

**Your subscription includes:**
- Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
- Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.internationaltaxreport.com
Trusts & Estates

Trusts & Estates covers government legislation and policy changes ensuring that all relevant cases and developments are brought to your attention. Trusts & Estates provides access to practical information on developments affecting tax planning opportunities, and the law relating to trusts and estates.

Topics covered in Trusts & Estates include:
- Wills and probate
- Testamentary capacity
- Inheritance tax and capital gains tax
- Construction of wills
- Taxation and valuation of real estate
- Stamp duty land tax

Trusts & Estates keep you informed of major legislative changes.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
- Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.trusts-estates.co.uk

World Accounting Report

World Accounting Report offers news and analysis of the activities of standard setters, regulators and professional accounting bodies around the world – allowing you to keep up to date with changes in your sector and provide accurate advice to your clients.

World Accounting Report allows you to:
- Keep on track with changes in accounting standards and audit regulation from bodies such as EFRAG, the SEC, and the IASB and FASB
- Understand international developments, by providing you with news of European standard setting and updates from other major jurisdictions, building into an invaluable country-by-country guide
- Ensure your practice is in tune with current standards on accurate reporting internationally

World Accounting Report updates you on regulations and any changes in legislation so you can stay informed of key developments.

Your subscription includes:
- Online access to our archive dating back to 2000
- Regularly updated news and analysis available online
- Issues delivered 10 times a year

www.worldaccountingreport.com

For more information call +44 (0) 20 3377 3996 (EMEA/US) / +65 65082430 (APAC)
or email clientservices@i-law.com
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